
INITIAL ASSESSMENT REPORT

Specific lnstance submitted for the activities of a multinational enterprise of the
United States of America and Peruvian companies

This lnitial Assessment Report is prepared with respect to the Specific lnstance submitted by
FUNDACIoN LUZ MARINA on behalf of three Peruvian citizens and an indigenoui
community, for the alleged breach of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development - OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises (GU|DELINES) by a
multinational enterprise (hotel company) from the United States (MULTINATIONAL
ENTERPRISE), and three Peruvian companies.

The lnitial Assessment aims to determine whether the issues raised deserve a more detailed
examination and does not determine if the MULTTNATIONAL ENTERPRISE has or has
not performed accordinq to the GUIDELINES.

PROVISIONS OF THE GUIDELINES IN THE SPECIFIC INSTANCE

Chaoter ll. General oolicies (ltems 2. 10. 1,1 and 12)

Enterprises should take fully into account established poticies in the countries in which they
operate, and consider the views of other stakeholders. ln this regard:

A. Enterprises should: (...)

2. Respect the internationally recognised human rights of those affected by thei activities.(.)
10. carry out risk-based due diligence, for example by incorporating it into their enterprise risk
management systems, to identify, prevent and mitigate actual and potentiat adverse impacts as
described in paragraphs 11 and 12, and account for how these impacts are addl.essed rie nature
and extent of due diligence depend on the circumstances of a pafticular situation.
11 . Avoid causing or contributing to adverse impacts on matters covered by the Guidelines,
through their own activities, and address such impacts when they occur.
12. seek to prevent or mitigate an adverse impact where they haie not contributed to that impact,
when the impact is neveftheless directty linked to their operations, products or services by a
busmess relationship. rhis /s not intended to shift responsibility iom the entity causing an
adverse impact to the enterprise with which it has a business relationship."

Chapter lV. Human Riohts (ltems 1.2 v 3)

"States have the duty to protect human rights. Enterpises should, within the framework of
internationally recognised human rights, the international human rights obligations of the
countries in which they operate as well as relevant domestic laws ind regutitions:

1. Respect human rights, which means they should avoid infringing on the human rights of others
and should address adverse human rights impacts with which they are involved.
2. within the context of their own activities, avoid causing or contributing to adverse human rights
impacts and address such lmpacts when they occur.
3. Seek ways to prevent or mitigate adverse human rights impacts that are directty linked to their
buslness operations, products or seNices by a bus,ness relationship, even if they do not
contribute to those impacts."

Chapter Vll. Combatinq Briberv. Bribe Solicitation and Extortion fltem 1)

"Enterprises should not, diectly or indirectly, offer, promise, give, or demand a bibe or
other undue advantage to obtain or retain bus,ness or other improper advantage.



Enterprises should also r€sist fhs solicitation of bribes and extottion. ln pafticulat, enterpises
should:

1. Not offer, promise u give undue pecuniary or other advantage to publ'tc officials or the
employees of buslness partners. Likewise, enlorpnbgs should not request, agree to or
accept undue pecuniary or other advantage fiom public offtcials or the enployees of
business paftners. Enterpises should not use thitd parties such as agonts and other
intermediaies, consultants, representatives, disttibutots, consodia, conttactorc and
suppliors and ioint venture paftnars for channelling undue pecuniary or othet advantages to
public ofticials, or to employees of their business paftners or to their rclatives or buslness
assocrafos. "

I. CHRONOLOGY OF THE SPECIFIC INSTANCE

'1. On December 18, 2018, the OECD Nationat Contact point in peru (NCp PERU) received
the specific lnstance raised by FUNDACIoN LUz MARINA, on behalf of three citizens
identified as part of an lndigenous People, who state they represent that ethnical group.
The specific instance is submitted with regard to the activities carried out by the
MULTINATIoNAL ENTERPRTSE from the hotet industry and the peruvian hotet com'pany,
the Peruvian real state company and the peruvian conslruction company 6oinfly reiened
to as the Peruvian companies) that, according to the claimants, would be'business
partners of the MULTINAT|oNAL ENTERPR|SE in a hotel poect in the city of cusco,
Peru.

2. On Decembet 20,2018, the representative of FUNDACIoN LUz MARINA requested a
coordination meeting.

3. On Decembet 26,2018, there was a preliminary call between NCp PERU and the
representative of FUNDACTON LUZ MARtNA.

4. on Decembet 27, 2018, a face{o-face meeling was held between representatives of the
NcP PERU and persons designated by the representative of FUNDAcI0N LUz MARINA.

5. On January 8, 2019, the claimants submitted an additional writing.

6. On January 9, 2019, bv Ofiiciat Letter N" 25-2019/pRotNVERSt6N/DSt, the Ncp PERU
requested FUNDACIoN LUZ MARINA to specify and/or support its specific instance,
regarding, among others, representation of an indigenous people and of FUNDACIoN
LUz MARINA, information on the operational cohtract and Architectural Adaptation
Policy mentioned by the claimants, details of the violation of religious freedom and
worship.

7 . On January 24, 2019, additional information was submitted in response to the official letter
sent by the NCP PERU.

8. on February 6, 2019, a meeting was held between the Ncp pERU and representatives
of the claimants.

9. on February 14,2019, a first contact is made with the Nationalcontact point of the united
states of America (NcP usA), lo inform them of the existence of this specific instance
and request their support to contact the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE, since it does
not have offices in Peru. on the other hand, it was indicated that all the information
submitted by the claimants was in the process of being translated into English.

10. OnFebruary19,2019,byOfficial LetterN'163-201g/pROtNVERStON/Dst,thectaimants
were informed that their request had been considered presented.



1 1. By email dated March 4, 2019, the claimants' representative informed NCP PERU and
NCP USA that UNITE HERE was advising them and monitoring the progress of the
procedure in the United States of America.

12. On March 5, 20'19, the documents submitted by the claimants translated into English were
sent to the NCP USA.

13. On March 6, 2019, at the request ofthe claimants, a telephone call was made between
therr representative and NCP PERU.

14. On March 7, 2019, NCP PERU held a meeting at the headquarters of the Decentratized
Directorate in Cusco of the Ministry of Culture and visited the area where the hotel project
is located.

15. On March 12,2019, a coordination call was made between the NCP PERU and the NCp
USA,

16. On March 14,2019, UNITE HERE met with the NCP USA.

'17. On March 18, 2019, the Peruvian real estate company and the peruvian construction
company were informed on the specific instance submitted and the documentation
submitted by the claimants was sent for their replies. lt should be noted that a
communication was not sent to the Peruvian hotel company, since it no longer performs
activities.

18. On March 26,2019, NCP USA reported that it had had a preliminary communication with
the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE and was coordinating a telephone call with NCp
PERU.

19. On March 27,2019, a meeting with the Peruvian real estate company was held.

20. On April 3, 2019, a telephone call between the MULTINATTONAL ENTERPR|SE, NCp
USA and NCP PERU was made, in response to the coordination carried out by NCp USA.

21. on April 4, 2019, the MULTINATIoNAL ENTERPRISE requested an extension of time
until May 17 , 2019 to submit its replies.

22. on April 12,2019, the Peruvian real estate company requested an extension of time.

23. onApril 15,2019,byofiiciat Letter N' 383-201g/pRotNVERSIoN/DSI itwas considered
pertinent to grant the requested period.

24. On May 16, 2019, the Peruvian real estate company submitted its rebuttal.

25. on May 17, 2019, the MULTINATIoNAL coMpANy and the peruvian construction
company submitted their rebuttal.

26. on May 23,2019, the claimants requested to be notified on the replies in the original
language submitted.

27. On May 27, 2019, by Officiat Letter N" S.l.t-201glpRotNVERS|oN/DSt, the requested
replies were sent to the claimants and they were told that although Directive N. oo3-2015-
PRoINVERSIoN - Attention of specific instances Regarding t-he lmptementation of the
oECD Guidelines does not contemplate the possibility of submitting new replies, a period
of seven working days was granted to do so, that is, until June 7, 2big.
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On June 24,2019, the claimants submitted additional documentation and indicated that
they would send a second part,

On June 28,2019, the claimants were told that this information had been submitted after
the deadline. Notwithstanding this, they were informed that in an exceptional way, the
documentation would be admitted afler the deadline and they will be granted until July 3
for the submission of the missing part. Likewise, they were informed that the
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE and the Peruvian companies would be granted the
same number of days they took to respond, so that all parties have the same opportunity
to submit their replies.

On July 1 , 2019, the claimants submitted their additional replies.

On July 2, 2019, the documentation submitted by the claimants was sent to the
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE and to the Peruvian companies, and August 9, 2019
was granted as deadline.

On August 7, 2019, the Peruvian real estate company submitted its response letter.

On August 8, 2019, the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE submitted its written response.

On August 15,2019, an informative call was held with NCP USA.

II. ARGUMENTS OF CLAIMANTS

35.ln 2014, THE lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE1 entered into a commercial
agreement with the Peruvian hotel company, underwhich THE lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL
ENTERPRISE would be the operator of a hotel in Cusco.

Subsequently, the lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE expanded said commercial
relationship including the Peruvian real state company and the Peruvian construction
company for the construction of the hotel. This construction was executed following the
architectural adaptation policy of THE lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRTSE,
according to which the lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRTSE sends a prototype to the
hotel construction partner, after which the INITIAL MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE
approves the construction plans and authorizes the start of the project, during whose
construction it is permanently inspected by architects of the lNlTlAL MULTINATIoNAL
ENTERPRISE,.

36. The lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL COMPANY "pafticipated in the demolition of five lnca
walls that make up the Huacapuncu Temple", in sectors Saphy N' 386 (before 674), N"
704 and N' 714. lt also desecrated graves in the Huacapuncu temple that constitute place
of religious practice3. To support these facts, the claimants submitted the Directorial
Resolution No. [...] -2018-DDC-CUS / MCa and table N'35 of the Audit Report No. [...]-
2017-CGlEDUC-AC.

t The lNtTtAL MULTTNATTONAL ENTERPRTSE was acquired, through a merge, on September 2016 by the
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE against which the specific instance is filed.
2 Literal E of the specific instance application filed on December 18, 2018.
3 Literals E and F of the specific instance application filed on December 18, 2018.
4 lt should be noted that with Ministerial Resolution N" [...] 2018-MC of January 11, 2019, the Directorial
Resolution N" [...]-2018-DDC-CUS/MC that imposed administrative sanctions on the Peruvian real estate
company for promoting and carrying out archeological excavations in the property Saphy N" 386 (before
674) -704, dismantling three lnca platforms was declared void due to expiration of the administrative
procedure. However, new administrative sanctions were subsequently imposed through Ministerial
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37. Unlike the stated by MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE and the Peruvian construction
company, the property at Calle Saphy N" 714, is part ofthe hotel project, this can be seen
as provisioned in Report N" [...] -2017-FAP-AFGP-OPP-DDC-CUS/MC ol March 22,
2017, in the Work notebook ofthe Peruvian real estate company dated December4, 2013
and November 14, 2015 and in the Appeal dated December 21, 2018 submitted by the
Peruvian real estate company, in which the following is mentioned "and because we
obtained ownership of an adjoining propefty, we previously requested the procedurcs
required by law in the same year, 2014, a license of extension and modification N" [...] -
SGAUR.GDUR-MC-2014'-

38. While the Directorate Resolution N" [,. ] -2018-DDC-CUS/MC mentions that the
disassembly of the walls would have been carried out until July 2014, it should be
considered that the Building License N' [...] - SGAUS-GDUR-MC-2014 was issued on
December 29, 2014, that is, three months after the signing of the contracts with the
lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE. There are also work notebooks submitted by
the Peruvian real estate company in which activities are mentioned until February 2016.
On the other hand, Report N' [...]-2017-FAP-AFGP-OPP-DDC-CUS/MC on the property
at Calle Saphy N" 714 indicates that a truck would have entered the area on March 22,
2017. ln that sense, the aforementioned events have occurred, even, after the signing of
the Operation Contract with the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE.

39. The MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE has violated Chapter ll, General Polcies (ltems 2,
10, 11 and 12).

40. The MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE has violated Chapter lV, Human Rights (ltems 1, 2
and 3), as it violates its human right to maintain their culture and religious freedom. The
claimants afnrm that the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE "has had direct pafticipation in
the demolition of the affected slle" under the Operation Contract signed by the lNlTlAL
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE and for keeping control of the architectural and design
plans of the hotel. Likewise, the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE "approved the
construction plans and [it was] who monitored the demolition and construction by its own
architects".5

41. Similarly, they point out that the destruction of the Huacapuncu temple is an attack on
their religious practice, as it is a "sancfrary that includes a ceremonial buial centerwhere
the remains of members of the inka panaka of our father Manco Cdpac and the guadians
of the paqainas that connect Sacsaryaman were buied".6

42. With a letter dated January 24,2019, a copy of the Physical lnspection Certificate N' [...]
-20'16-CG/EDUS-AC-DDCC is attached, containing, as stated by the claimants, "a
detailed desciption of one of the graves that were desecrated by' the MULTINATIONAL
ENTERPRISE and Peruvian companies. Likewise, they state that on pages 9, 260 and
261 of the document submitted by the Peruvian real estate company on May 16, 2019 it
is mentioned that graves, as well as human bones were extracted.T

43. The MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE has violated Chapter (Vll, Combating Bribery, Bribe
Solicitation and Extortion), indicating that a public official had received undue advantages
from the Peruvian construction company. Likewise, that at the time of said payments, the
same public official issued favorable reports for the application ofthe Peruvian real estate
company to the VAT Early Recovery Special Regime. According to the claimants, said

Resolutions of April 10 and May 30, 2019. These two new resolutions have been submitted by the
complainants in their response oflune 24,2019.
s ltem 2.2. of Literal G of the specific instance application filed on December 18, 2018.
6 ltem 2.4 of Section G of the specific insta nce application filed on December 18, 2018.
7 Page 5 of the writing submitted on lune 24, 2019.



"payments constitute undue pecuniary advantages to a public ofticial [and] were oiented
to obtain favorable evaluations of said public official for commercial ,nteresrs" of the
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE and of the Peruvian companies.8

44. The claimants first requested the following:. That the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE abandons the hotel project and restores
the lnca artifacts it has extracted from the Huacapuncu temple.. That the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE finances the reconstruction of the
Huacapuncu temple and grants adequate compensation to those affected by its
actions.

However, in a supplementary writing they stated that the request was as follows:. Definite cancellation of the hotel project.
. Reconstruction of the Huacapuncu temple, which includes:

a. Restitution of the extracted lnca artifacts.
b. Rebuild the Huacapuncu Temple (Restore the hillside of the temple and rebuild
pre-Hispanic walls). Compensation to the lndigenous People

45. The claimants state that the purpose of submitting the specific instance is to continue
having the " power to practice our religion in places that were bequeathed by our
anceslors, such as the Huacapuncu temple".e

III. ARGUMENTS OF THE MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE AND PERUVIAN
COMPANIES

.1. Of the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE

46. Neither the MULTINATTONAL ENTERPRISE nor its predecessor, the tNtTlAL
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE, has had any participation or responsibility in the
demolition of pre-Hispanic walls of the Huacapuncu Temple.

47. The MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE is not the owner of the properties in which it is
alleged that such demolition occurred nor is it responsible for the development or
construction of the hotel.

48. According to Directorale Resolution N' [...] -2018-DDC-CUS/MC submitted by the
claimants, the demolitions occurred between February 20'12 and July 2014, that is, before
the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE was involved in the operation services contract that
the lNlTlAL MULTINATION ENTERPRTSE signed on October 2014. At the time the
contracts were entered into by the lNtTtAL MULTINATIONAL ENTERPR|SE, the
Peruvian real estate company had the corresponding permits and the construction of the
Hotel structure was being executed.

49. Although the claimants mention in a subsequent writing (June 24,2019), that there had
been excavations after these dates, it should be noted that in 2015, the permits that the
Peruvian real estate company had for the construction of the hotel were cancelled, and
so far the construction of the hotel is paralyzed and unfinished. Likewise, the work
notebooks do not indicate that the construction of the work was still being executed, but
rather they refer to regulated and specifically designed monitoring plans, under the
supervision of the Ministry of Culture.

8 ltem 3.2 of Section G of the specific instance application filed on December 18, 2018.
e ltem I of the specific instance application filed on December 18, 2018.
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50. The Peruvian real estate company owns the property at Calle Saphy Sector N' 386
(formerly 674) -704 and Calle Don Bosco 5, in Cusco. ln 2008, construction excavations
began and the Peruvian real estate company hired the Peruvian construction company.
These actions were carried out prior to any participation of the lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL
ENTERPRISE in the potential contract for hotel operation services in Cusco signed in
October 2014. Likewise, at no time the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE has had contact
or any type of business relationship with the Peruvian construction company, regarding
this project. The relationship of this company is directly with the Peruvian real estate
company.

51. Three of the flve walls mentioned by the claimants would have been dismantled by the
Peruvian real estate company in Calle Saphy Sector N' 386 and N" 704 around February
and March 2012, May 2014 and July 2014.

The other two walls belong to Calle Saphy Sector N" 7'14. However, they point out that
this property is not within the area that corresponds to the location of the hotel that would
be built by the Peruvian real estate company and referred to in the Operation services
contract with the INITIAL MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE. Also, according to the
information provided by the claimants, this property was acquired by the Peruvian
construction company in November 2013, a transaction in which neither the lNlTlAL
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE nor the Peruvian real estate company participated.

52. The specific instance mentions the desecration of graves; however, it is not clear on what
they mean or what the participation of the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE or THE
lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE would be. None of the supporting documents
of the specific instance refers to the destruction of a Huacapuncu Temple, including the
Resolutions of the Culture sector presented by the claimants, or who or when it would
have been deskoyed. Nor is reference made to ceremonial burials that have been
extracted from the property.

53. lt is only in October 2014 that the lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE is involved
with the potential adminishation and operation of the hotel in Cusco. This participation
was granted with a series of contracts signed between the lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL
ENTERPRISE and the Peruvian hotel companylo, which was also a subsidiary of the
Peruvian real estate company. These contracts were: (i) Operation Contract for the
administration and operation of the hotel owned by the Peruvian real estate company (ii)
Design revielv contract whose ob.iective was to ensure compliance with the design of the
hotels of the lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE, operational requirements and
safety and fire safety standards. The lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE does not
have authority or participation regarding the structural components of the hotel
construction, nor does it review designs or plans related to the structure of the hotel, as
the claimants have stated11.

54. The relationship of the lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE with the Peruvian real
estate company and the Peruvian hotel company is that of an independent contractor to
provide brand and administration services at the Hotel in Cusco, once it starts activities,
however, it is not a business partners or main agent relationship.

55. lt has not violated Chapter ll on general policies of the GUIDELINES, as it has not had
any participation in the affectations mentioned by the claimants. lt also has a risk
management system that allows it to identify, prevent and mitigate current and potential

10 According to the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE, the Peruvian hotel company obtained the rights on the
hotel as a result of the Usufruct Contract signed with the Peruvian real estate company.
1r According to the MULTINATIONAL ENfERPRISE before the Hotel enters into operation, the
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE has a limited role to make recommendations and marketing plans, number
of personnel required, system information, etc.



adverse impacts, policies that allow its employees and agents to protect the company's
integrity in order to prevent human rights violations and adverse social impacts, as well
as a Business Conduct and Ethics Code provisioning its commitments to social
responsibility, including the protection of human rights, and prevention of bribery and
corruption.

56. lt has not violated Chapter lV on Human Rights of the GUIDELINES, as neither the
lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE nor the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE have
participated in the demolition of the walls, as the claimants incorrectly state, nor do they
approve the construction plans of the hotel or supervise construction work with their
architects, as the claimants also pointed out. Likewise, neither in the request for a specific
instance nor in the supporting documents do the claimants mention how their right to
religious freedom has been affected or what are the religious practices that were carried
out (and that can no longer continue) in the place where the construction of the hotel is
located.

57. lt has not violated Chapter Vll, Combating Bribery, Bribe Solicitation and Exortion; in the
first place, because the facts mentioned refer to the Peruvian construction company with
which the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE has not had any business relationship; and
they are in relation to the purchase of the land at Calle Saphy N" 714 that does not
correspond to the location of the hotel. Likewise, if the alleged payments made in
November 2013 to a public official to obtain favorable reports to the request for access
the VAT Early Recovery Special Regime by the Peruvian real estate company had been
made, that would have been prior to the existence of the contracts with the lNlTlAL
IvIULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE.

58. The MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE is not able to provide, nor is it legally responsible,
any of the remedies requested by the claimants.

.l Of the Peruvian real estate company 12

59. Pre-Hispanic walls have not been demolished, on the contrary, having found these
structures in a frank process of deterioration, the registration and cross-linking of the walls
in their entire length was previously carried out and then the pieces were codilied
according to the corresponding archaeological processes, under the supervision of the
Decentralized Directorate of the Ministry of Culture in Cusco.

60. Once this stage was completed, the structures in question were dismantled, under the
direction of the resident archeologist, work that was supervised by professionals
accredited by the Decentralized Directorate of the Ministry of Culture in Cusco. Therefore,
it is not about demolitions, but about disassembly processes for the restoration and
enhancement of the work structure, as it is registered in the supervision notebooks.

61. Archaeological evaluation and archaeological monitoring have several approval
resolutions issued by the Culture sector and are not the product of clandestine
excavations.

62. The project is in the urban and consolidated area of contemporary buildings in Cusco. On
the site there was no lnca temple, neither other structures (except the retaining walls to
contain the hillside that formed short terraces), this is fully evidenced and embodied in the
cataloging sheets of the property. No ceremonial burials were found, the bones are of
common individuals that were associated with certain utilitarian objects, as it was
customary for them to be buried with their belongings.

12 According to responses submitted on May 16, 2019 and August 7, 2019
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63. The excavation and archaeological evaluation works, as well as the restoration of walls,
were supervised by personnel of the Decentralized Directorate of the Ministry of Culture
in Cusco and the cultural elements found were registered and delivered under inventory
to the Decenkalized Ministry of Culture in Cusco, in compliance with the Archaeological
lnterventions Regulation,

64. The following resolutions corresponding to the archeology specialty are available:

For the property at Calle Saphy N' 386 (before 674):

. Dictum N' [...] -DDC-Cusco dated December 21,2008, issued by the Alternate
National Commission of the National Archeology Commission of the National lnstitute
of Culture (now the Ministry of Culture).

. Regional Directorate Resolution N" [...] /lNC-Cusco dated June 7, 2010, the "Saphy
Project 674" (Hotel and Residence) of the Historic Center of Cusco is declared
approved.

. Regional Directorate Resolution N" [...] /MC-Cusco dated April 11, 2011 authorizing
the execution of the Archaeological Monitoring Plan.

. Regional Directorate Resolution N' [...] -DDC-MC-Cusco dated July 18, 2012
authorizing the extension of the Archaeological Monitoring Plan.

. Regional Directorate Resolution N' [...] /MC-Cusco dated February 21, 2013
approving the final report of the Archaeological Monitoring Plan.

. Directorate Resolution N' [...] -DDC-MC-Cusco dated February 18,2014 approving
the restoration file of the pre-Hispanic and colonial wall in the building, found during
the execution of the archaeological monitoring plan.

. Directorate Resolution N' 921 -DDC-MC-Cusco dated December 5, 2014 approving
the restoration of the pre-Hrspanic and colonial wall in the building.

For the property at Calle Saphy N' 704:

. Vice-Ministerial Resolution N' [...] -201 1-VMPCIC-MC dated May 13, 201 1 authorizing
the execution ofthe Archaeological Evaluation Project with excavations in the property.

. Directorate Resolution N' [...] -DGPC-VMPCIC-MC dated November 3, 2O11
approving the final report of the Project of archaeological evaluation with excavations
in the property.

. Directorate Resolution N'[...] -DDM-MC-Cusco dated February 26,2015 authorizing
the extension of the execution period of the Archaeological Monitoring Plan of the
property, as a complement to the Archaeological Monitoring Plan of Property N' 386
Calle Saphy, approved by Regional Directorate Resolution N' [...] -DDC-MC-Cusco
dated April 11 ,2011

65. Also, the records of the inspection visits made by the supervisors of the archeology and
architecture components of the Decentralized Directorate of Culture, during the seven
years of paperwork and execution of work on the premises of their work property are
available.

66. Their participation in the project was as owners of the real estate and constructors of the
project, which was built according to municipal regulations by obtaining building and
construction licenses, parameter certificates; administrative norms issued by the
Decentralized Directorate of the Ministry of Culture in Cusco. Additionally, the architecture
project was prepared by Peruvian architects.

67. They have not prevented or interfered in the performance of religious activities, because
they have never been developed in their properties.

68. That Cusco is declared a Cultural Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO is not unknown to
them, so they have complied with the established regulatory procedures. Similarly, as in



other cities declared cultural heritage of Humanity, it is lawful to build and display the
architectural expression, complying with the procedures and rules that govern its
development, as provisioned in the Athens Charter of 1933.

.l Of the Peruvian construction companyl3

69. lt does not maintain any corporate link with the companies mentioned by the claimants,
except for a contract for the execution of a work signed with the Peruvian real estate
company, dated Septembet 2, 2013, for the property at Calle Saphy N' 674 and Don
Bosco N'05, under the Construction License N" [...] -SGAUR-GDUR-MC-200 dated
March 21 ,2011 .

70. lt owns the property at Calle Saphy N' 714 and there is no agreement with the Peruvian
real estate company, the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE, or any other, to transfer it.
This asset is registered in its accounting entries and is part of its assets. Likewise, a copy
of the registry entry confirming its ownership was aftached.

71. The acquisition of said property was made through three legal acts, to different heirs
property owners:

. Acquisition ot 90.27%, by public deed dated November 24, 2014 from Notary
Jorge Zuloeta.

. Acquisition of 1 .38%, by public deed dated November 24, 2014 from Notary Jorge
Zuloeta.

. Acquisition of 8.33%, by public deed dated October 12, 2013 from Notary Ruffo
Gaona Cisneros. lt is with respect to this transaction that the claimants indicate
that bribery payments have existed.

72. fhete has been no payment of any bribe. Regarding the public deed dated October 12,
2013, a public deed of clarification was prepared on November 27,2013, for which the
services for the preparation of minutes and public deed were hired at the same notary,
which is the reason why the minutes were authorized by one of the lawyers of the notary
staff. This lawyer is not its advisor, they do not know him or have had any relationship with
him, and he did not authorize the previous public deeds.

73. They state that regarding this acquisition of 8.33% of the property that is equivalent to an
area of 56m2, there is a judicial process of redemptionla initiated by the father of the
representative of FUNDACION LUZ MARINA. Related to that controversy, they are been
asked for a payment of Si I 325 000.00 as compensation, although the right they claim to
have has not been recognized in any forum.

74.They state that monitoring work, but not intervention, has been carried out on their
property.

75. The property was totally abandoned and there have been no signs that it is a ceremonial
center and much less a temple, as the claimants state.

IV. ON THE EXISTENCE OF PARALLEL INSTANCES

76. ln this specific instance, the claimants have stated that in criminal proceedings there are
investigations on the destruction of the monumental archaeological heritage, in which the
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE is not inctuded.

13 As per rebuttalsubmitted on May U,2O7g.
1a A process related to a contractual right to recover something sold to someone else,
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77. On the other hand, the documentation submitted shows that there are also administrative
sanctions procedures against the Peruvian real estate company,

78. ln this regard, it should be borne in mind that the GUIDELINES provisions that "NCPS
should not decide that issues do not meit fufther consideration solely because parallel
proceedings have been conducted, are under way or are available to the pafties
concemed. NCPs should evaluate whether an offer of good offices could make a positive
contibution to the resolution of the rssues raised and would not create serious
prejudice for either of the pafties involved in these other proceedings or cause a
contempt of coutl situation." 15

79. The National Contact Point seeks to contribute to the resolution of issues that may arise
in relation to the implementation of the GUIDELINES, becoming a non-contentious forum
for debate. lt is not the function of this forum to supply the determinations that may arise
in judicial or administrative forums.

Judicial or administrative pronouncements can provide useful guidance to the National
Contact Points on how these issues have been evaluated by other entities. However, at
the initial evaluation stage, the National Contact Point is not expected to determine
whether the requirements of domestic law have been met. Similarly, at this staqe of
evaluation it is not determined whether there has been a breach of the GUIDELINES. but.
if the issues raised merit further analvsis in accordance with the criteria orovisioned in
Section 25 of the Commentarv on the lmolementation Procedures of the OECD
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, which establishes the following:

"25. ln making an lnlllal assessment of whether the lssue raised meits fufther
examination, the NCP will need to detemine whether fhe issue is bona lide and
relevant to the implementation of the Guidelines. ln this context, the NCP wi take
into account:

. the identity of the pafty concemed and its interest in the mafter.

. whether the issue is mateial and substantiated.

. whether ,here seems to be a link between the entetpise's activities and
the lssue raised in the specific instance.

. the relevance of applicable law and procedures, including court rulings.

. how similar rssues have been, or are being, treated in other domestic or
intemation al p roceed ings.

. whether the consideration of the speclflc lssue would contibute to the
puryoses and effectiveness of the Guidelines."

V. NCP PERU CONSIDERATIONS REGAROING THE SPECIFIC INSTANCE

80. The GUIDELINES provide voluntary principles and standards for responsible business
conduct consistent with applicable laws and internationally recognised standardsr6.

81. Similarly, it is established that the GUIDELINES "are recommendations jointly addressed
by govemments to multinational enre4Dnses. They prcvide pinciples and standads of
good pnctice conslslenl with applicable laws and intemationally recognised
standards. Observance of the Guidelines by enteryises is voluntary and not legally
enforceable,'47

t5 OECD Guidelines, Commentary on the lmplementation Procedures of the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises, ltem 26.
16 OECD Guidelines, Foreword, ltem 1.

'7 OECD Guidelines, Concepts and Principles, ltem 1.
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82. ln this case, the NCP PERU reviewed the Specific lnstance submitted by the claimants
against the IVIULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE and the Peruvian companies in the real
estate, ccnstruction and hotel sector, on the possible breach ofthe Guidelines on general
principles, human rights and combating bribery, bribe solicitation and extorsion.

83. Regarding this specific instance, the NCP PERU has consrdered the following:

* With respect to claimants

84. The specific instance has been submitted by FUNDACIoN LUZ MARINA on behalf of 3
self-identified natural persons from the lndigenous People and who declare that they
submit thls specific instance in their representation. Later, after questioning the
representation of the applicant with respect to the lndigenous People, a letter from the
president of an indigenous community was submitted requesting to be considered as
affected population, likewise, a letter was submitted with the signature of '19 additional
people; however, they would also belong to that community.

85. lt should be noted that the consultation to the Ministry of Culture on the representation of
an indigenous people, said that "lf ,s impoiant to consider the difference between ethnic
self-identification, exercised by an individual from an indigenous or native people, and the
representation or not of the indigenous or native people that an individual can pertorm.

Ethnic self-identification is the exercise of an individual to be considered or not as an
indigenous or native people, according to a senes of citeia, such as customs and/or
ancestors.
lndigenous or native people in Peru are usually identified according to the identification
citeia established in cunent regulations. On many occasions localities are generally
constituted by native communities, or peasants (titled or not), hamlets or sectors, given
that ILO Convention 169 recognizes the belonging to an indigenous or native people
regardless of their legal status.

The representation logics confom to the distinctive organizational forms that make them
autonomous, (...). These organizationalforms generate federative levels or representative
organizations, through the election of sole or collegiate leaders, who exercise
representativeness with powers provisioned in minutes or records detemined by each
organization. ln this context, if a natural person states that they represent an indigenous
or native people, they should submit the minutes, records or agreements that accrcdit
them as such."l8lt is for this reason that this speciflc instance is considered submitted by
the three natural persons and the indigenous community, and not as submitted by the
lndigenous People, for whom they have not provided sufficient representation.

86. On the other hand, in their writing of January 8, 2019, the claimants requested that the
NCP PERU consider the application ol Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Procedure of lhe
United States of America (c/ass acflon), according to which the lndigenous People
constitute a class for the procedure. ln this regard, the NCP PERU considers that a
specific instance cannot be treated as a class action, since the representation, which is

essential to reach an agreement that resolves the issues raised, would not be guaranteed
in this case and it would not ensure the effectiveness of the agreement reached, nor the
legitimacy of the people who assume said representation. lt should be noted that,
according to Rule 23, for a c/ass action lo be admitted there are prerequisites that must
be met as a whole. Thus, before this type of action can proceed collectively, an approval
of the judge, through a certification that the action can be processed collectively is
required. Accordinglo Rule 23(c)(7,), as soon as the action is filed, the judge must evaluate
the presence of the requirements set forth in Rule 23(a) and the conformity that the facts
submitted flt into one of the hypotheses provided in Rule 23(b), which includes having

18 Official Document N' 000035-1019-VMPCIC/MC enclosing report N" D000178-2019-DDC-CUS/MC
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adequate representation and common law or factual issues, which have not been
demonstrated in relation to a group, such as the lndigenous People that encompass
several regions in Peru otherthan Cuscole and neighboring countries, such as Bolivia and
Ecuador.

Likewise, another important aspect for which a speciflc instance could not be treated as
a class action is that unlike a judicial process in which a c/ass action can work as it is a
third party (ludge/jury) who evaluates facts and compliance of rules for making a decision,
a specific instance seeks for the parties to arrive at consensual agreements and
discussions (which are not necessarily limited to compliance wlth a domestic law), through
a non-contentious forum facilitated by the National Contact Point.

87. Regarding FUNDACIoN LUZ MARINA, which was through whom the specific instance
was submitted, the corresponding registry search was carried out in the Registry
Advertising System of the National Superintendence of Public Registries; however, no
result was obtained on its existence and incorporation in Peru, despite having provided
an address in the city of Lima. Being possible to be a foundation established abroad, an
online search was conducted2o, but no results were obtained on its existence, objectives
or interests.

88. Regarding the representative of FUNDACION LUZ MARINA, it has been evidenced from
the documentation submitted by the Peruvian construction company, that the father
maintains a judicial dispute with the Peruvian construction company, in relation to the
ownership of the property at Calle Saphy N" 714, comprised by the claimants in this
specific instance and the representative of FUNDACIoN LUZ MARINA has been acting
as his lawyer/legal representative, so there could be a conflict of interest.

.l with respect to the MULTINATIoNAL ENTERPRISE and Peruvian companies

89. The MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE is a hotel chain company based in the United States
of America and in more than one hundred countries.

90. The Peruvian real estate and construction companies were incorporated in 2008 and
1997, respectively. Both companies only have operations nationwide.

91. The Peruvian hotel company is no longer active, according to the report of the National
Superintendence of Customs and Tax Adminiskation (Superintendencia Nacional de
Aduanas y de Administraci6n Tributaria - SUNAT), which states that itwas removed from
their regiskies since August 31, 2015.

n With respect to the issues raised in the specific instance

92. The claimants have provisioned in their document dated December 18, 2018 that the
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE has destroyed a temple (demotition of walls) and
ceremonial burial site (desecration of graves) that is the place of their religious practice.
This site would be at Calle Saphy N' 386 (before 674), N' 704 a^d N" 714. They atso
state that the temple affected would be the Huacapuncu Temple.

ln this regard, the NCP PERU has verified the following:

1e Amazonas, Ancash, Apurimac, Arequipa, Ayacucho, Cajamarca, Cusco, Huancavelica, Hudnuco, lca,
Junin, La Libertad, Lambayeque, Lima, Moquegua, Pasco and Puno. ln: httos://bd oi.cultu ra.gob. oel
2a

https://www.google .com/search?q=%22fundaci%C3%83n+luz+marina%22&safe=active&rlz=1C1GCEU_e
n PE819PE820&e i=hStvxd niO Ku5wLTTrqwBg&sta rt= 10&sa=N&ved=0a h U KEwiZq NvasbfkAh USl l kKHXu3
DmYQ8NM DCH0&biw=1366&bih=657
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> The construction ofthe hotel isatCalle SaphyN'386 (before 674) -704 and Calle
Don Bosco N' 05, in the city of Cusco and owned by the Peruvian real estate
company, The property at Calle Saphy N" 714 is owned by the Peruvian construction
company and is not included in the construction project. This has been verified with:

. Declaration of the parties involved including review of the property regiskation.

. The resolutions issued by the Ministry of Culture submitted by the claimants in

their different writings do not refer to the property at Calle Saphy N" 714, when
they refer to the hotel proiect construction. lt should be noted that t consultation
was made to the Ministry of Culture, since among the documentation provided by
the claimants, the Report N" [...] -2017-FAP-AFGP-OPP-DDC-CUS/MC dated
March 22,201 7 mentioned under "Sub.iect" that an inspection was carried out on
the hotel project on Calle Saphy N' 714, and the Decentralized Directorate ofthe
Ministry of Culture in Cusco conflrmed that the hotel proiect does not include the
property at Calle Saphy N' 71421.

. Although the claimants point oul that in the woIk notebooks submitted by the
Peruvian real estate company, the property at Calle Saphy N'7'14 is mentioned,
from their revision it has been verified that they indicate that there are lithic
elements that are stored in said property, but it cannot be said that this implies
that the property is also part of the hotel construction project, especially when
there is the corresponding registration information and documentation of the
Ministry of Culture that indicates otherwise.

> The existence of a temple or sacred place called Huacapuncu has not been
substantiated

As indicated in the request for a specific instance, the claimants stated that the site
speciflcally affected by the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE is the temple"of Huacapuncu,
a sanctuary that includes a ceremonial burial center where the remains of members of the
panaka inka of our father Manco Cepac and the guadians of the paqainas that connect
Scsaywaman were buied." For these purposes they quote the writer known as lnca
Garcilaso de la Vega, whose real name was G6mez Su5rez de Figueroa:

"the neighbothood called Huacapuncu means the Door of the Sanctuary; because
Huaca, as we declared, among many other meanings that it has, means temple or
sanctuary. Puncu: it is door: [...] The entrance, Door of the Sanctuary or the Temple
was called a door because besides from the neighbohoods dedicated to the Temple
of the Sun, and to the house of the chosen virgins, which were their main sanctuaies,
they considered all that city as sacred thing..."

It should be noted that the context in which the Huacapuncu neighborhood is mentioned,
is when lnca Garcilaso de la Vega describes the division of the city, thus mentioning the
following:

"The city was divided into the tuvo pafts that at the beginning were mentioned. Hanan
Cozco, which is Cozco the high, and Huin Cozco, which is Cozco the low. They werc
divided by the path of Antisuyo, which is the one that goes to the east (...). Bevond,
to the north of the citv. aoino throuoh the same border. is the neiohborhood called
Carmenca, proper name, and not of the geneml language. (...) Retumino throuoh the
border to the East. then there is the neiqhbothood called Huacaouncu. which means
the Door of the Sanctuarv: because huaca, as we declared, among many other
meanings that it has, means temple or sanctuary. Puncu is door; they called it that
because through that neighborhood enters the stream ,f,at passes through the main
square of Cozco, and along the stream goes down a very wide and long street, and
they both go through the entire city, and a league and a half of it will ioin the royal

21 Official Document N" OOOO35-101g-vMPClC/MC enclosinB Report N' D000178-2019-DDC-CUS/MC
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road of Collaysuyo. They ca ed that entrance Door of the Sanctuary or the Temple
because besides from the neighborhoods dedicated to the Temple of the Sun and
the houses of the chosen virgins, which were their main sanctuaries, they considered
all that city as sacred thing, and it was one of their greatest idols; and for that reason
they called this entrance of the stream and of the street, Door of the Sanctuary, and
to the exit of the same stream and street they named it Lion's tail (Cola del Le6n),
meaning that their city was holy in their laws and vain religion, and a lion in their
weapons and militia." (The underline is ours)

ln this regard, being Cusco or Cozco the sacred city, this neighborhood that was the
entrance to the sacred city of Cusco was called the Door of the Sanctuary or the Temple.
It is not infer from this quote that there is a temple or sacred area called Huacapuncu,
unlike the references made to the Temple of the Sun by lnca Garcilazo de la Vega.

On the other hand, in the Resolutions issued by the Ministry of Culture through which
sanctions are imposed on the Peruvian real estate company, there is no reference to the
demolition of a temple or sacred area, only the dismantling of pre-hispanic walls is
mentioned.

Similarly, the Ministry of Culture states the following in relation to this neighborhood:

"According to the chronicle infomation and notaial protocols registered in the Regional
Archive of Cusco, we can affirm that in the neiohbothood where the aforementioned hotel
is. the place ofthe "GuacaDonqo neiqhbothood" or"Guacaquncu neiohborhood" has been
evidenced, with the following details:

The Guacapuncu neiohborhood is esfab/ished on both sides of the Saphi River; whose
ight bank, located between fhe streels Tambo de Moriero, Amargura, belonged to the
juisdiction of the paish of San Crist6bal de Colcampata.
At the intersection of Tambo de Monterc, Amargura and Saphi streets, in the time of the
lncas, the GuacaDuncu or door to the sacred citv of Cusco was located' which was
reached through the Chichaysuyu road.

tn the 16th century, on the left bank of the Saphi River, between, now, Sa/esianos Schoo/
and the Saphi River, tuvo impoftant neighbothoods were established: the Chocopata
neighborhood (norv Sa/es,anos School) and the Guacapuncu neighborhood" around the
hotel. (...)
ln the 17th, 1gh, 1gth and 2dh centuies, the process of buying and selling land within the

Guacapuncu neighborhood was intense. /t is also found that after 1720, as a result of a
genenlized epidemic, these neighborhoods and others were abandoned and many of
ihem became'conals or fields ofiarms and fruit orchards. ObseNing the ptans of the 1Vh

and 19th century, the existence of these neiohbothoods that were cisscrossed bv streets
was veified. as wel/ as the "plan of the city of Cuzco 1865" made by Emilio Colpaed and
the plan of E.G. Squier (1877), where Calle Cuicalle (now Coicalle), crosses-^Calle
Amargura, which is evidence and testimony, of having constituted an urban arca.'z2 (fhe
underline is ours).

On the other hand, the claimants mention the following in their writing of December 18,

2019: 'As evidenced by the documents that we aftached to this complaint duing the

demolition of the Huacapuncu temple by ITHE MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE] the buial
of five of our fomer piests members of the Panaqa of Manco CApac was desecrated,
removing the ceremonial obiects from their graves"

ln this regard, the documents submitted are Chart N" 35 (Movable Cultural Property

Recovered during Archaeological Monitoring Work) of Audit Report N" [ ..] -2017-CG /

22 official Document N' Oooo35-1019-VM PCIC/MC enclosing Report N' 0000178-2019-DDC-CU5/MC
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EDUC-AC and the Physical lnspection Certificate N'[...] -2016-CG/EDUS-AC-DDCC,
carried out by the Comptroller General of the Republic to the Decentralized Directorate of
Culture of Cusco regarding the archaeological material delivered by the Peruvian real
estate company, within the framework of the work of the Archeological Monitoring Plan of
the site at Calle Saphy N' 386 and the Archaeological Assessment Plan of the site at Calle
Saphy N'704.

On these two documents, it should be noted that both agree that bone remains of four
individuals were found on the site at Calle Saphy N' 386: (i) 7-yearold child associated to
4 ceramic objects, (ii) an adult of between 24 and 29 years old, male, and associated to
10 ceramic objects, (iii) a 21 to 24 years old adult, female, associated to 7 ceramic obiects;
and (iv) an adult betvveen 25 and 30 years old, female, without material objects.

This information does not match with what was claimed by the claimants who stated that
the tombs of five priests members of the Manco C6pac panaqa would have been
desecrated, since only four bone remains are mentioned in the supporting documents.
Also, because of their characteristics (child and women) they could not have been priests.

Likewise, the two documents submitted by the claimants state that these recoveries were
made within the framework of the work of an Archaeological Monitoring Plan and an
Archaeological Assessment Plan, procedures that were regulated at the time by the
National lnstitute of Culture and currently by the Ministry of Culture, so there is no support
to qualify these extractions, within the framework of an approved procedure and their
subsequent custody by the Ministry of Culture, as of desecration.

Similarly, in order to confirm whether the burials found corresponded to ceremonial burials,
the respective consultation was made to the Ministry of Culture, who stated the following:

"Through Regional Directorate Resolution No. [.. .] / MC-Cusco dated Apil 1 1 ' 201 1 ,

the execution of the "Archaeolooicat Monitoino Plan of Prooertv N' 386 Callg Saohv
- Cusco" is authoized. and was in charge of the Archeologist Gloria Chogue Centeno,

and duing the removal of tand in the above-mentioned propefty, four funeral bundles
are reoistered. three of them associated and one without anv tvDe of association.

The scope of the funerat bundles descdbed in the PMA report is detailed below.
The three funeral items found in the excavations correspond to common buials with

the following ch aracrenstics.'

o Funeral bundtes conespond to simDle oraves duq in the sub soil. without anv
treatment (...)

o The individuals analyzed conespond to:
Funerary bundle 1: sub adutt individual between 7 and I years old identified in
this way by dental eruption, with 70% of the skeleton present and associated with

evervdav ceramics.
lndividuats 2 and 3 cofiespond to male and female adults whose ages range
betvveen 21 and 29 years old, (...) both are with 80"k of the skeleton present, the

anatysis provided impoftant information as fhese individuals show vaious
patiolooies and enthesooathies. (muscle inseiions. traces of occuDationQl

stress caused bv phvsical activifu). which suqoests that these individuAls
peiormAd woft rclated to aoiculture. stonewort and/or manual labor that
demand effort.

The space where the funerary bundles werc located does not have a sDecial

treatment that suoc,ests that this Dlace had ceremonial connotations. conseouentlv.

ctue io the characteistics of these burials. thev do not conesDond to cercmonial
funerarv bundles.
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On the other hand, (...) the lands of the descendants of Manco Capac and Mama
Ocllo, by patemal path the ay u Chima, was in Chimaracay located in the upper paft
of the population of the parish of San Jeftnimo. And by the matemal path the Chima
panaca, was in the neighborhood of Wimpiilay, Muyuqurco, focused a paft of them in
the paish of Sa, Sebastldn and the other in the paish of Nuestra Sefio.a de Belen.
ln this way, the refefied funerary bundles belonging to the descendants of Manco
Capac and Mama Ocllo could not be in the neighbothood of Guacapuncu, because
the neighborhood of this family is in San Jefinimq San Sebastidn and Bel6n. For
example, the moftat remains of the lnca Manco Cdpac, were found by Mr. Polo de

Ondegado in 1559, in the Wimpillay village, which was the abode of those of Chima
Panaca descendants of Mama Ocllo and Manco Cepac (Gamboa 1965 [1572]'
p25).'23 (fhe underline is ours)

Additionally, regarding where the residence of Manco capac was located, several authors
place it in Collcampata or Colcampata, a neighborhood different from Huacapuncu:

"The ethnohistoicat infomation provides data on the vaious palaces of Cusc[ and its
link with the lnca rulers. Ihis is the case of colcampata, related to Manco Capac; Cora'

Cora, to lnca Roca; Cassana, to Huayna Capac; Hatun Cancha, to Tupac Yupanqui; and
Amarucancha, to H uascar.'24

"The first neighbothood, which was the most important, was called Collcampata: 'collcam'

must be the diction of the particular language of the lncas, I don't know what it means;

'pata' means 'ptatform'; it also means Staircase', and because the platforms are made in

the form of a sralrcase, they were given this name.
On that platform, tnca Manico Cdpac founded his rcyal house, which was later of Paullu,

son of iuayna Cepac. I only got to see a very tarye and spacious shed, which served as

a squate, on rainy days, to ioiemnize its main festivals there; only that shed was standing

when lleft Cuzco, oihers like them lleftthem all down.'as

ln that sense, the issues raised by the claimants about the desecration of tombs of lnca

priests and destruction of a ceremonial burial site, nor the removal of ceremonial obiects

have been substantiated.

93. The claimants allege that the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE has violated chapter ll of

the GUIDELINESi on General Principles, regarding the respect for the international

human rights of the affected persons26, implementation of due diligence based on risks,

actions tliat prevent own activities from generating or contributing to generate negative

i.p".t , 
"r"n 

in cases where companies have not contributed to them, if they are directly

related io their activities, products or services under a business relationship.

on this item, the claimants have emphasized the commercial relationship that would exist

b"t*""n the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE and the companies 2T

ln this regard, the NCP PERU considers the following:

) The existing commercial relationship between the lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL

ENTERpRIdE/MULTtNATIONAL ENTERPRISE and the Peruvian construction

company in the hotel project has not been substantiated'

23 officiat Document N" OOOO35-1019-VMPCIC/MC enclosing Report N' DOOO178-2019-DDC-CUS/MC

24 Ministry of Culture. 2013. Notebooks of the Qhapac Nan. Year 1 Number 1. P.14.

2s lnca Garcilaso de la Vega. Comentarios Reales de los lncas 1609' P' 236'
25 Regarding human rights, this matter will be discussed in item 94'
27 see item 35 of this report.
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The claimants stated in their document dated December 18, 201 8, that at first the
[iIULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE entered into a commercial agreement with the Peruvian
hotel company and subsequently expanded said commercial relationship with the
Peruvian hotel company, the Peruvian real estate company and the Peruvian construction
company. However, from the review of the contracts signed with the lNlTlAL
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE, it is noted that the Peruvian construction company did
not participate in those agreements. Similarly, it is established that, according to the
Usufruct Contract2s between the Peruvian hotel company and the real estate company
(owner of the premises where the hotel would be located), the latter will grant the Peruvian
hotel company, the hotel with all the thick work and fine work finishes completed,
conditioned and furnished and that the Peruvian hotel company as its counterpart will be
responsible for the development and construction of the project. That is, in said
contractual relationship, the one responsible for the construction is the Peruvian real
estate company.

It should be noted that the relationship of the Peruvian construction company is with the
Peruvian real estate company, with whom it signed as mentioned in item 69 of this report,
a lump sum work contract on September 2, 20'13 for the Construction of a hotel on Calle
Saphi N'674 and Calle Don Bosco N'05 in Cusco, date on which there was still no
commercial relationship between THE lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE and
Peruvian hotel and real estate companies.

ln that sense, it is not appropriate to consider the Peruvian construction company as a
company involved in this specific instance nor the facts that are mentioned related to it,
as it is not associated to this specific instance.2e

;> About the nature of the commercial relationship between the lNlTlAL
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE/MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE and the Peruvian
hotel and real estate companies

The claimants pointed out that the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE exercises a control
relationship for which the Franchise Disclosure Documents registered by the
IMULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISEI with the Federal Trade Commission of the United
States of America are listed. For example, they mentioned that "Ihe IMULTINATIONAL
ENTERPRISEI has had dircct participation in the demolition of the affected slre. Ihis ,s
because although the [MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE] is not an engineeing company,
it was the IMULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE] who delivercd the commercial partners the
prototype that the hotel should have (...) and it was a/so who approved the construction
plans and who constantly monitored the demolition and construction thrcugh its own
architects. (...) Moreover, even ,n cases where the [MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE]
does not pafticipate as a hotel operator, but only as a franchisor, ITHE MULTINATIONAL
ENTERPRISEI retains control of the architecture and design plans of the hotel and the
commercial relationship does not continue unless these plans are aligned with the policies
and standards of ITHE MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE]"30

Nevertheless, it has been verified that the commercial relationship is generated by virtue
of the operation services contract in which it is the MULTINATIoNAL ENTERPRISE that
will provide services to the Peruvian hotel company once the Peruvian real state company
delivers the hotel to the Peruvian hotel company with all the thick work and fine work
finishes completed and fumished. Also, in the case of the advisory contract for the design
review, it is specifled that the commercial relationship of the MULTINATIONAL

28 This agreement was mentioned within the framework of the contracts siSned by the lNlTlAL

MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE.
2e lt should be noted that item 92 ofthis report provisions that the property in Calle Saphy N ' 714 owned
by the Peruvian constructlon company is not part of the scope of the hotel project.
30 Section 2.2 of Section G of the specific instance application filed on oecember 18, 2018.



ENTERPRISE with respect to the Peruvian real estate company is that of an independent
contractor.

Thus, in these contracts that have different legal nature from that of a franchise contract -

which is a hotel management model with different characteristics- there are clauses in
which the responsibilities and obligations ofeach ofthe parties are explained in detail and
contradict the claims of the claimants. For example, it is established that the development
and construction of the Project is the responsibility of the Peruvian hotel company; it is
provisioned that the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE is not responsible for reviewing or
commenting on designs, plans or speciflcations, regarding design or its engineering; it is
also provisioned that THE MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE does not hire any engineer,
architect, designer or other professional to provide services, design work, engineering,
construction or others in relation to the project; among others.

ln that sense, the allegations of the claimants are not substantiated, since they are based
on characteristics taken from a franchise agreement that is not applicable to this case and
have not submitted additional documentation to support their claims regarding direct
participation and control of the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE in the activities mentioned
in their specific instance.

On the other hand, it should be taken into account that the lNlTlAL MULTINATIONAL
ENTERPRISE/MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE did not carry out commercial operations
in the hotel project, since a flrst required milestone has not been fulfilled so that other
obligations of the Peruvian hotel company are triggered until reaching the operation by the
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE; and that milestone is the culmination of the construction
of the hotel project, since to date this project remains paralyzed, due to the parallel
procedures in which administrative and iudicial issues are being discussed with the
Peruvian real estate company.

94. The claimants indicate that the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE has violated Chapter lV
of the GUIDELINES, on human rights, specifically on their right to maintain their culture
and religious freedom.

ln that sense, they state that by destroying the temple of Huacapuncu
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE has attacked its religious practice; additionally,
stated that the temple of Huacapuncu is a center of ceremonial burials. These
statements were discussed in ltem 92 of this report.

Additionally, the claimants describe the practices and rituals of the Andean religiosity in
general, which include pilgrimages, ritual ceremonies, dances, among others.

It is worth mentioning that, with Official Letter N' 25-2019/PROINVERSIoN/DSI of
January 9, 2019, claimants were requested to provide more information on the violation
of human rights with regard to their religious freedom and freedom of worship, requiring
them to indicate what religious practices they were carrying out in the location of the hotel
project that have been infringed or prevented by the actions of the MULTINATIONAL
ENTERPRISE and Peruvian companies. ln the response letter submitted by the claimants
on January 24, 20'19, they stated that, in that place, payments to the land were made that
consist of offerings to the land and the dead buried there, but do not submit additional
documentation to verify that. Likewise, it should be noted that the information reviewed
shows that the location where the construction of the hotel was developed was a private
home.

Likewise, the Ministry of Culture stated the following regarding whether the construction
area was or is a place of pilgrimage or religious ceremonies:

the
they
two
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"The location of the waka and its function in this paft is not known exactly. However,
according to the system of ceques and wakas, the sixth waka of the sixth ceque, called
"Zapioachan" (Ch. 6.d. was located on the Saohi River. where the lnca used to bathe.
Offeings were made, so that the water did not take away the strength of the lnca and did
not hatm him. Also, at the Situa festivities, or puification or expulsion of d,seases, lhe
population went to bathe to puify themselves (Cistobal de Molina, 1575).

ln this perspective, lnca Garcilaso de la Vega (1609) also highlights the neighborhood
called Guacapuncu, which was the door of the sanctuary. He points out that thtough the
Guacapuncu neighborhood passed a wide street along the channeled iver and entered
the sacred city of Cusco. According to the documents that have been studied, the
Guacapuncu neighbothood was next to the Chocopata neighborhood.

Consequently, the Guacapuncu area, as the entrance gate, was located at the intersection
between Calle Amargura, Calle Saphi and Tambo de Montero. ZaDicpacchan, located on
the Saphi River. was a waka for the lnca bath and for puification.

By the histoical rcferences of the 16th century, the cunent location of the Hotel was made
up of a system of terraces that were located frcm the canalization of the Saphy River and
parallel to the lnca Trail. ln the middle of these tenaces two small streets called Cuicalle
(today Coicalli) and the current Calle Tecsecocha were located.

Therefore, and in accordance with the resu/ts of the archaeological interventions, it is
infened that the area in which the Hotel in mention is located does not correspond to anv
pilqimaoe or ceremonial sDace. " (The underline is ours)

95. The claimants state that Chapter Vll of the GUIDELINES on combating bribery, bribe
solicitation and extortion has been violated. On this item, two facts are mentioned:

> Payments made by a business partner of the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE to
a public official.

On this item it should be noted that the facts involve the purchase of the land, for which a
relative of the claimants' representative claims ownership 31. On the other hand, no major
support is mentioned by which evidence of this payment can be inferred. Additionally, this
fact is linked to the Peruvian construction company, which, as established in item 93 of
this report, should not be considered as a party involved in this specific instance due to
the considerations provisioned therein. ln that sense, this issue should not be considered.

)> Advantages obtained by the t\4ULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE by a public official,
within the framework of a request for acceptance of the VAT Early Recovery
Special Regime.

ln this regard, it should be noted that this is a procedure that is regulated in Legislative
Decree N'973, its Regulations approved by Supreme Decree N' 084-2007-EF and its
respective amending regulations, which stated that in order for a company, owner of an
investment project that is in a preoperative stage, to recover in advance the Value
Added Tax (VAT) for the purchases of goods, services and construction contracts made
during that stage for use in the project, the company should sign an lnvestment Contract
with the Peruvian Government, prior compliance with requirements and the procedure
mentioned therein.

This financial benefit is granted to the owner of the project, which in this case is the
Peruvian real estate company, not to the future operator of the project; since this is a

31 According to the notarized letters, annotations in the registry of the property and administrative
resolutions issued, annexed to their response.
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benefit that onlv applies durino the preoperative staqe of the Droiect. Likewise, for the
purpose of making effective the return of the VAT, the beneficiary must submit the invoices
of the goods, services and construction contracts, which according to the applicable
norms are those contained in the Ministerial Resolution (in this case issued by the Ministry
of Foreign Trade and Tourism). These invoices must be in the name of the Peruvian real
estate company, which is verified by the Peruvtan tax administration (SUNAT). Likewise,
it has been verified that said application was submitted on July 1, 2013 and the
corresponding investment contract was signed on NIay 16, 2014; before the start of
commercial relations with the INITIAL MULTINATIONAL
ENTERPRISE/MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE.

ln that sense, it is not demonstrated how it is that the granting of this financial benefit is
an advantage obtained by the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE, nor what is the form of
bribery, extortion or corruption found in said procedure.

VI. NCP PERU CONCLUSIONS

96. NCP PERU considers that the specific instance does not merit further assessment
because it does not meet all the criteria provisioned in Section 25 of the Commentary on
the lmplementation Procedures of the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, in
response to the analysis carried out in Section V ofthis Report.

ln accordance with the provisions of Said item, the National Contact Point must determine
whether the issue that has been raised merits further consideration. ln that sense, it must

establish whether the specific instance submitted is in good faith (real and authentic) and
if it is related to the GUIDELINES (within the scope of the Guidelines), for which the
following criteria must be considered:

i. The identitv of the oarw concerned and its interest in the matter: This criterion has

been developed in items 84 to 91 of this Report in which the identity of the parties

involved has been reviewed, referring to the lack of representation of the claimants
in relatron to the lndigenous People; however, it has been considered thatthe specilic
instance has been submitted individually by the three natural persons listed in the
document dated December 18, 201 8 and the indigenous community incorporated

with a document dated January 24,2019. Regarding their interest in the instance, it

was not possible to verify the background, ob;ectiv.s or interests of FUNDACIoN
LUZ MARINA who submitted the specific instance on behalf of the claimants. Finally,
it is considered that the Peruvian construction company must be excluded from this
specific instance since it has been verified that there is no connection with the facts
submitted.

ii. lf the issue is material and substantiated: Although the issues alleged in the specific
instance (human rights, bribery, etc.) relate to the GUIDELINES, it has been noted in

the review of the documentation submitted that these aspects have not been

adequately supported32, it has even been verified that there have been incorrect and

out of context statements in the request for a specific instance, which does not create
a conducive environment to a good faith discussion between the parties involved.

iii. Whether there seems to be a link between the enterDrise's activities and the issue
raised in the specific instance: ltem 93 of this report mentions that the Peruvian
construction company is not involved in this specific instance and does not have a
commercial relationship with the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE On the other
hand, it has been verified that there is a commercial relationship between the
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE and the Peruvian real estate (project owner) and

32 See ltems 92 to 95 of this Report.
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hotel (inactive) companies. However, unlike other specific instances in this case the
relationship of control or ownership of the project is different, since it does not fall on
the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE but on the Peruvian hotel company. Likewise,
the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE did not operate the hotel pro.iect, so the
commercial relationship with the Peruvian company has not had an effective
exercise, since the construction of the hotel has been paralyzed for several years.
Finally, the activities mentioned in the specific instance regarding the dismantling of
pre-Hispanic walls, in accordance with the resolutions issued by the Ministry of
Culture submitted by the claimants, would have been committed during the
preoperative stage ofthe project (unfinished construction) by the Peruvian real estate
company; issue that is still being elucidated in a parallel judicial process. ln that
sense, there would be no connection between the facts mentioned in the speciflc
instance and the activities carried out by the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE in

relation to the hotel project.

iv. The relevance of applicable law and orocedures. includino court rulinos and how
similar issues have been. or are beino. addressed in other domestic or international
proceedinos: As mentioned in Section lV of this Report, there are parallel instances
in which not only the issues mentioned in the specific instance are being discussed,
but also the forms of remediation that include one of those raised by the
complainants, that is, to stop the hotel project and the demolition of the structure that
has been built in contravention with local regulations on archaeological interventions.
These parallel instances only involve the Peruvian real estate company

v. Whether the consideration of the soecific instance would contribute to the Durooses
and effectiveness of the GUIDELINES: The foreword of the GUIDELINES establish

tnlt tnese are recommendations directed by governments to multinational

enterprises. lts obiective is that the activities of these enterprises are developed in

harmony with public policies; strengthen the mutual trust base between the

companies and the societies in which it carries out its activity; contribute to improving

the climate for foreign investment and boost contribution from multinational

companies to sustainable development. As indicated in criteria iii and iv the issues in

the specific instance are raised in relation to the activities carried out by the Peruvian

real estate company, which only develops activities locally not qualifying as a
multinational enterprise. Likewise, it has also been pointed out that the characteristics

of the relationship between the MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE and the Peruvian

real estate company mean that there is no connection between the MULTINATIONAL

ENTERPRISE and the issues raised. Moreover, the remedies requested by the

claimants could only be provided by the project owner who is not the
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE. ln that sense, since we are dealing with a specific

instance with issues related to a company that is not multinational, its consideration

would not be within the scope of the GUIDELINES.

97. tn accordance to ltem 7.1 .7 of Directive N' OO3-201s-PROINVERSION - Attention of

specific lnstances related to the lmplementation of the oECD Guidelines, the NcP PERU

issues this Report detailing the reasons for which it considers that the specific instance

does not merit further consideration according to the analysis carried out by the NCP

PERU in accordance with the criteria set forth in section 25 of the commentary on the

lmplementation Procedures of the oECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. Also,

according to the same section, this lnitial Assessment Report is written in such a way that

the identity of the parties is protected, the Specific lnstance will be closed, and this Report

published on the NCP PERU Web Page.

98. ln accordance with the provisions of paragraph c-4 of the Procedurai Guidance of the

lmplementation of the GUlDELltlES, the information and views provided during the

proceedings by another party involved will remain confidential, unless that other party
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agrees to their disclosure of such information or views or when the non-disclosure is
contrary to the provisions established in national legislation.

99. The NCP PERU is grateful for the support provided by the NCP USA throughout the
development of this specific instance.

100. Finally, the NCP PERU reiterates its willingness to be a forum for debate and dialogue
between the business sector and non-governmental organizations, that seek to resolve
specific instances, in accordance with the applicable Iegislation and the GUIDELINES.

C6sar Martin Peffaranda Luna
NATIONAL CONTACT POINT. PERU
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